Poor sensitivity and consistency of microscopy in the diagnosis of low grade non-gonococcal urethritis
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Objectives: To determine the reliability of the diagnosis of non-gonococcal urethritis (NGU), and the variation between and within microscopists, from urethral smears at a large London genitourinary medicine clinic.

Methods: A senior microscopist (SM) preselected 60 Gram stained urethral smear slides, 20 negative (<5 polymorphs/hpf), 20 low grade NGU (5–20 p/hpf), and 20 high grade NGU (>20 p/hpf). Ten experienced microscopists, blinded to these initial grades, examined all slides giving each a polymorph score. After relabelling and randomly changing their order, the slides were re-examined by the same microscopists. Finally, the SM determined whether the study had resulted in loss of cells from any of the slides. The SM’s initial grading and the consensus among microscopists provide two gold standards for analysis.

Results: Nine low grade and five high grade slides were removed from analysis because of loss of cells. By SM standard, considering microscopists’ readings as simply non-NGU (<5 p/hpf) or NGU (≥5 p/hpf), 97% from negative slides were correct (variation 93–100 across microscopists), 68% from low grade slides (45–95), and 94% from high grade slides (83–100). Consistency between repeat readings by the same microscopist was 96% for negatives, 75% for low grade and 89% for high grade slides. Results were similar by consensus standard.

Conclusions: There was considerable variation between and within microscopists in the diagnosis of NGU. Sensitivity was strongly related to grade of urethritis, with an appreciable proportion of low grade urethritis falsely diagnosed as negative. With increasing attendances for sexual health screening, a false positive rate of only 3% may lead to many false diagnoses.

Non-gonococcal urethritis (NGU) is one of the most commonly diagnosed conditions in males attending genitourinary medicine (GUM) clinics in the United Kingdom. Although Chlamydia trachomatis may account for 30–50% of cases, Mycoplasma genitalium, Ureaplasma urealyticum, and Trichomonas vaginalis can all cause urethritis, and multiple other pathogens have also been implicated.

The diagnosis in symptomatic males or in the presence of discharge is generally straightforward but is more difficult in men without symptoms or signs. In these cases, clinicians rely on the presence of excess polymorphs in the anterior urethra to establish the diagnosis.

UK guidelines for the management of NGU state that diagnosis must be confirmed either by demonstrating more than four polymorphonuclear leucocytes per high power field (p/hpf) or more than 9 p/hpf on a Gram stained smear from the anterior urethra or from the sediment of a sample of first pass urine, respectively.° The high power field represents a magnification of ×1000 using a light microscope (combining a ×100 objective lens with a ×10 eyepiece). The use of 5 p/hpf as a cut off between normal and NGU has historically come from research studies at a time when sensitive and specific molecular techniques for detecting pathogens had not been developed and there is some difficulty when attempting to extend the findings of these studies to the asymptomatic patient.°°°

Additionally, diagnosis of NGU by microscopy will vary depending on a number of factors, including the time since last passing urine, the method by which the urethral specimen is taken and applied to the slide, and the subjectivity of the microscopist examining it. Previous research has found a considerable degree of observer variation in the microscopic interpretation of urethral smears changing the diagnosis made by an initial reader in up to 40% of patients.°°°°

The aim of this study was to assess the accuracy of diagnosis of NGU by microscopic analysis of urethral smears among a large number of trained observers in a London GUM clinic when compared to a gold standard. A further aim was to determine the degree of variation both between and within microscopists in giving polymorph counts from urethral smears and how this variation might influence the reliability of NGU diagnosis.

METHOD

The senior microscopist (SM) responsible for microscopy training at the Mortimer Market Centre selected 60 Gram stained urethral smear slides, which, in his opinion, represented three grades of polymorph values: 20 with less than 5 p/hpf (negative), 20 with values between 5 and 20 p/hpf (low grade urethritis), and 20 with more than 20 p/hpf (high grade urethritis). The slides were allocated a random order and randomly relabelled 1–60 by one of the investigators. From among approximately 40 experienced staff routinely undertaking microscopy at the clinic, 10 were randomly selected to take part in the study and none declined. To get a polymorph score microscopists had been trained to examine the area of cellular material on slides initially by low power, and then to select three high power fields within this area that represented the highest concentration of polymorphs. The average score from these fields was then taken as the score.

Slides were examined by these microscopists during allocated individual sessions but under normal clinic conditions. Polymorph scores were recorded as <5 p/hpf, 5–20 p/hpf, or >20 p/hpf for each slide. Scores were collected...
at the end of each session to eliminate conferring. After every microscopist had read every slide once, the slides were randomly relabelled and their order changed. The same microscopists were then asked to re-examine and score every slide again.

The original identities and categories of the slides were then restored and the SM determined whether the study protocol had resulted in loss of polymorphs from any of the slides. Throughout the study, the investigators analysing the data were blinded to the identity of the individual microscopists taking part.

The initial grading of the slides provides a gold standard with which to measure the performance of the 10 microscopists. A second gold standard was the consensus, where the grade of each slide was determined by the majority agreement of the readings (two per slide) from the 10 microscopists. For example, if across the 20 readings for a slide 12/20 scored a slide as <5 p/hpf, 6/20 as 5–20 p/hpf, and 2/20 as ≥20 p/hpf the consensus grade for that slide was <5 p/hpf or negative.

The data were initially analysed using STATA 6. However, the data are cross classified by microscopist and slide. For this reason we fitted a random effects logistic regression model to the data for each of the two binary outcomes considered. The first, defined for each reading, is correct diagnosis relative to gold standard, performed separately for each standard. The second is consistency of reading, defined for each slide/microscopist pair, determined by whether the two diagnoses provided for each slide by each microscopist were in agreement or not. For each model, random effects were included for each slide and for each microscopist and fixed effects for low and high slide grade (by gold standard) relative to negative. The models were fitted using MLwiN (version 1.1). The resulting odds ratios are conditional, relative to negative. The models were fitted using MLwiN (version 1.1).

RESULTS

Nine low grade and five high grade slides were removed from analysis because of loss of cells. Of the remaining 46 slides, each was read twice by 10 microscopists, with the exception of one slide that was read once by all microscopists but was misplaced before the second reading could be performed by six of the microscopists. Hence the analysis is based on 914 readings in total.

For each slide, the grade of urethritis given by the SM was compared to the consensus grade of the 10 microscopists over both readings (see methods) of the slide (table 1). The two gradings were in agreement for 80% (37/46) of slides. Of the nine discrepant slides, eight were given a higher reading by the SM than the consensus. Of the 11 low grade slides by SM, three were negative by consensus, and 5/15 high grade slides by SM were low grade by consensus. Only the former three slides would have been diagnosed differently by SM and consensus.

We then examined the proportion of times the different grades of slides were correctly scored by each microscopist and overall as either non-NGU (<5 p/hpf) or NGU (≥5 p/hpf) relative to the two gold standards over both phases of the study (table 2).

Overall, relative to the SM and consensus standards, 97% and 94% of readings for negative slides were correctly identified as non-NGU, respectively; 68% and 84% of readings for low grade slides were correctly identified as NGU, respectively; 94% and 96% of readings for high grade slides were correctly identified as NGU, respectively. This difference between slide grades was statistically significant (p < 0.001, SM standard; p = 0.02, consensus standard) (see table 3). The odds ratios (95% confidence interval; CI) of correct diagnosis for low grade relative to negative were 0.030 (0.007 to 0.150) by SM standard and 0.24 (0.08 to 0.74) by consensus, indicating that high grade slides would have been diagnosed differently by SM and consensus.

Table 1 Cross tabulation of senior microscopist (SM) grades and consensus grades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SM grading</th>
<th>Consensus grading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Low grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low grade</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High grade</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Proportion of readings for each slide category correctly diagnosed as non-NGU or NGU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microscopist</th>
<th>% (n) of readings for negative slides correctly diagnosed as non-NGU</th>
<th>% (n) of readings for low grade slides correctly diagnosed as NGU</th>
<th>% (n) of readings for high grade slides correctly diagnosed as NGU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SM standard</td>
<td>Consensus standard</td>
<td>SM standard</td>
<td>Consensus standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 39/40</td>
<td>n = 45/46</td>
<td>n = 22</td>
<td>n = 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM standard</td>
<td>Consensus standard</td>
<td>SM standard</td>
<td>Consensus standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 22</td>
<td>n = 30</td>
<td>n = 22</td>
<td>n = 22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Denominators vary because one slide was read once by all microscopists but misplaced before the second reading could be performed by six of the microscopists.
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variability between microscopists was not statistically significant by either standard. The overall variability between microscopists on the log odds scale was, however, not statistically significant by either standard.

We then examined the consistency within microscopist and slide pairs—that is, how well microscopists agreed with themselves between the two readings of the same slides. If the microscopist had agreed with his/her previous reading, irrespective of the grade of slide, then the pair of readings was deemed consistent. The proportion of consistent pairs within each category by SM and consensus standards was then calculated (Table 4) and found to be lowest for low grade urethritis at 75% by both gold standards. This difference between slide grades was statistically significant (Table 3), *p<0.001 by both standards, and the odds ratios (95% CIs) for consistent readings for low grade relative to negative were 0.11 (0.05 to 0.27) by SM standard and 0.20 (0.10 to 0.41) by consensus. The proportion of slides for which consistency occurred varied substantially across microscopists for low grade slides: being 45–100% and 50–100% by SM and consensus standards, respectively. However, the overall variability between microscopists was not statistically significant by either standard.

DISCUSSION

We were broadly satisfied with our sensitivity/specificity values and consistency in reading negative and high grade slides. However, even the specificity found of 97.0/93.6% taking the gold standard as SM/consensus reading, respectively, implies that 3.0/6.4% of patients without NGU will be falsely diagnosed with this potential sexually transmitted infection (STI), treated accordingly and asked to notify partners. With greater numbers of asymptomatic patients attending GUM clinics for screening in the United Kingdom, this research suggests that significant numbers of men may be falsely diagnosed as NGU. It would thus seem appropriate for the social and psychological consequences of being given a diagnosis of NGU to be more widely examined. These results would also not support the wide use of microscopy for the diagnosis of NGU in low prevalence settings such as primary care.

Of substantial concern is the very low sensitivity and consistency achieved for low grade NGU—that is, counts between 5–20 p/hpf. These counts are always going to be a problem as many of the values lie near the cut-off value of 5 p/hpf, but may constitute an increasing proportion of NGU diagnoses seen in GUM clinics. In particular, if we take the SM grading as the gold standard then our sample sensitivity of 68.2% implies that for every 100 males attending with low grade NGU, 32 would not be given an NGU diagnosis. Even if 50% of men with low grade NGU are positive for C trachomatis, which is likely to be an overestimate, then 16 of the 32 men would have been recalled for treatment of chlamydia infection. This still leaves 16 men untreated out of every 100 men with low grade NGU. Our study was not large enough to examine how the sensitivity varies within the range 5–20 p/hpf, and this remains an area for further research.

Consistency between the two readings of a slide by the same microscopist was lowest for low grade urethritis smears by both standards, suggesting that variation within microscopist for a given slide is a major factor in the false negative diagnosis of low grade urethritis slides. For such slides, apparently substantial variation between microscopists was also observed: the range of sensitivity across the 10 microscopists being 45–95%/67–100%, and the range of consistency between repeated readings being 45–100%/50–100%. The overall variation between microscopists in both outcomes was, however, not statistically significant and further research with larger numbers of microscopists might better establish the magnitude of inter-microscopist variability.

Our study was conducted in one clinic and hence the generalisability of our findings cannot be assessed. As the microscopists were all experienced staff, it seems unlikely that our findings would not be broadly reproduced in other settings. It is important to note, however, that polymorphs score at our clinic were obtained by averaging over three high power fields with the greatest concentration of polymorphs as opposed to five, as suggested by the national guidelines. It is possible that this difference might lead to differences in variability of NGU diagnosis. Some slides (mainly low grade) were removed from the analysis because

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of slide</th>
<th>Correct diagnosis odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>Consistency of readings odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SM grade</td>
<td>SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consensus</td>
<td>Consensus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low grade</td>
<td>0.032 (0.007 to 0.150)</td>
<td>0.24 (0.08 to 0.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High grade</td>
<td>0.42 (0.08 to 2.04)</td>
<td>1.74 (0.39 to 7.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>p Value</em></td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Odds ratios are shown for both senior microscopist (SM) and consensus standards of slide. *p Value for the overall difference between slide grades.

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of slide</th>
<th>Proportion of slide microscopist pairs where there was consistency between the two readings by the same microscopist, by senior microscopist (SM), and consensus standard of slide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proportion of slide microscopist pairs where the two readings were consistent [% (n), range across microscopists]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>SM 96 (186/194), 85–100 Consensus 93 (209/224), 86–100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low grade</td>
<td>SM 73 (82/110), 45–100 Consensus 73 (90/120), 50–100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High grade</td>
<td>SM 89 (133/150), 67–100 Consensus 93 (102/110), 73–100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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of loss of cells and this may have influenced our results. However, such slides, considered low grade initially by the SM but negative on his final reading, might be more likely to be misread as negative. Consequently, if removal has introduced a bias, it would be to inflate the sensitivity for low grade slides. Taking the consensus reading as gold standard may be considered to lead to inappropriately high sensitivity and specificity estimates. Clearly, however, our finding of relatively low sensitivity for low grade slides extends even to this gold standard. In addition, we have found poor consistency between repeat readings for low grade slides under both gold standards.

With such variability of readings of urethral smears, the case for the routine use of validated diagnostic tests for detecting causes of NGU other than C. trachomatis is enhanced. Moreover, this study emphasises the need to take into account the clinical picture, including sexual history and symptoms, as well as polymorph count on urethral slides when making a diagnosis of NGU. With over 500,000 diagnoses of NGU a year in the United Kingdom, this research raises some important public health concerns and we would strongly encourage further research to be undertaken. This should address the sensitivity and specificity of NGU diagnosis (particularly for low grade urethritis) across different settings, identify how the performance may be improved in practice, and examine the social and psychological impact of the diagnosis.
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